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Redesigned Florida Restaurant &
Lodging Show runs November 1-3
at Caribe Royal in Orlando
Orlando, FL – Registration is now
open for the all-new Florida Restaurant
& Lodging Show (FRLS) to take place
November 1-3, 2022 at the Caribe
Royale Resort in Orlando. Education
will be a key component of this
new event with leading subject
matter experts providing relevant content in four brand new
Education Summits focused for
independent operators, multiunit and chain operators, foodservice and technology solutions.
There will also be pre-conference
workshops, that delivers a deeper
dive into the most critical topics for
lodging industry professionals, along
with a Restaurant Inflation (Recession)
Battle Plan. Topics to be covered
throughout the education program will
include technology, trends and hot
concepts, HR/staffing, marketing, operations, financing/budgeting, leasing,
menu, legal/compliance, private label,
health/healthy food products, wellness, sustainability, etc.

“We are looking forward to bringing
the industry back together in an allnew environment. We know the needs
of a hospitality provider differ depending on the type of business it is. The
new Education Summits will be offering timely content for Independent

Stefan Burkey

Employer Practice Liability
Insurance (EPLI) claims have spiked
since 2020, and one of the hardest-hit
sectors is hospitality as conditions have
created more exposures.
Hospitality’s vulnerability to EPLI
claims existed even before the pandemic heightened employee/employer
tensions over safety and wage and harassment issues (among others).
Take harassment complaints. One
study found 71% of female restaurant
workers reported being harassed at
least once, 44% saying they were victims of a manager or owner. The Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) gets more complaints from
restaurant industry workers than any

other. In 2021, U.S. employers paid
more than $535 million to alleged discrimination victims.
But there’s more to EPLI claims than
harassment: Discrimination, especially
in recent years for disabilities. Wage and
hour violations. Wrongful termination.
Retaliation. Complaints on any of these
fronts can spark an employee lawsuit,
not to mention government scrutiny
and possible fines for violations.

Best practices guard against
rising claims and rates
Whatever the cause, employers
would do well to fine-tune their employment practices to protect themselves from potential claims and EEOC
charges and penalties. Irrespective of
See BEST PRACTICES page 14

EXHIBIT at the Event that CONNECTS YOU
with the Florida Restaurant & Lodging Industry

PRE-CONFERENCE
WORKSHOPS / FRLA BOARD
MEETINGS AND GALA NOV 1

Caribe Royale Resort // Orlando, Florida
FLRESTAURANTANDLODGINGSHOW.COM

See FRLS SHOW page 14

4 best practices to reduce hospitality’s
rising EPLI, EEOC exposures
By Stefan Burkey

EXHIBIT HALL NOV 2-3

Restaurants, Multi-Unit / Chains,
Business & Institutional Foodservice &
Lodging, and Technology,” explained
said Rita Ugianskis, Vice President,
Clarion Events Food & Beverage
Group. “We invite industry professionals to take advantage of our
advanced discounted rates for our
Full Event Pass and register before October 31, 2022. This option
provides the attendee with the full
event experience including education, exhibits, and networking
functions.”
The event will kick off on Tuesday,
November 1 from 2:00 – 4:00 pm with
two pre-conference workshops. One
will be on Restaurant Inflation
(Recession) Battle Plan presented by
Donald Burns, Founder & CEO, The
Restaurant Coach. The second will be
Lodging Summit presented by the
Florida Restaurant and Lodging
Association where industry-leading

SPONSORED BY

PRODUCED AND
MANAGED BY
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What’s Going On

Important new products, corporate news and industry events
White Rabbit Dessert Experience
has opened in Waterford Lakes
Town Center in Orlando.
uuuu
Sambrooks Management
Company, Texas-based and
owner of upcoming modern
Steakhouse Andiron in Houston,
1751 Sea and Bar, The Pit Room,
The Patio at The Pit Room,
and Candente, announced
Louis Maldonado as Andiron’s
Executive Chef and Mario Da Silva as
the Chef de Cuisine. Chef Maldonado
comes to Andiron from Ann Arbor, MI
where he was Chef-Partner for the
Pulpo Group and their three concept
Dixboro Project. He graduated from
the California Culinary Academy in
2002 and rose through the ranks at multiple Michelin Star restaurants including French Laundry in Yountville,
Aziza (Chef De Cuisine), Mourad
(Culinary Director) and
Cortez (Executive Chef)
in San Francisco where
he led the team to earn
1 Michelin star in 2008.
Chef Louis world class
culinary skills along
with an extremely high
level of operations and
team building exper–

Florida’s leading producer of custom ice creations, Ice
Pro, announced recently the relocation of their Gulf-based
headquarters in Parrish, Florida to Orlando, under new ownership. Ice Pro Owners Joe and Lianne Rimer have suitably
joined forces with ICEBAR Orlando Owner Thom Kerr, who
has acquired the newly named Ice Professionals of Florida,
which will still be operating under the known Ice Pro brand.
Their team of award-winning professional ice sculptors have
turned ideas, from extravagant ice creations to craft cocktail
ice, into a cool shimmering reality for people all over the world.
With nearly 15 years of experience carving for a wide variety of
corporate and private events as well as esteemed organizations, including professional sports teams, luxury hotels, and many more. For
more information on Ice Professionals of Florida, visit www.iceprofl.com.
ience to Andiron. Construction at
Andiron is in the final stages, with the
full wood fired kitchen in place and
amazing design work from AvroKO finishing up. They expect to be open towards the end of this year.
uuuu
Jack in the Box, a CAbased fast food chain, has
plans to possibly enter the
Orlando area, with their
restaurants. The company
is seeking franchisees
throughout Florida. This
would be part of an ongoing
expansion plan. The west
coast chain in business for

the more than 70 years offers a variety of
burgers, tacos, shakes, etc.
uuuu
Duro®, a Novolex® brand, is now
offering their Load & Fold® Shopping
Bags and Load &
Seal® Shopping
Bags, tamper-evident paper bags
that offer more
secure transport
and deliveries for
restaurants and
retailers. The bags
feature a wide
opening for easy loading, a flat bottom
to keep items secure and sturdy paper
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twist handles for easy and reliable carrying. The Load & Fold bags offer an
upscale folded top security option using a customer-supplied branded label
or other adhesive to seal the bag; the
Load & Seal bags offer a built-in tamper-evident adhesive strip to securely
seal the bag. “With demand for retail
and food deliveries, along with carryout meals continuing to soar, these paper shopping bags offer convenience,
security and peace of mind for customers and business owners alike,”
said John Veder, Director of Innovation
at Novolex. “They can be used in a
wide variety of applications where
tamper evidence and functionality are
key. They’re incredibly versatile.”
Information about the bags can be
found online at https://novolex.com/
tamper-evident.
uuuu
Despite continued curveballs, most restaurant owners/operators are feeling either very optimistic (30%) or
cautiously optimistic (60%)
about their outlook for 2022
as they implement strategies
that will change experiences
for both diners and staff. To
See WHAT’S GOING ON page 10
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Need Cash

NOW?

Appell Pie
The cost of inflation
Howard Appell
We all know that prices are going up
across the board in our daily lives. If you
are in the restaurant industry you are
very aware of this now as we are feeling
the effects of supply chain and staffing
problems. Restaurants are facing a dilemma when they create menus and
see their cost of foods increase weekly.

Should I Raise My Prices?
Owners are being faced with this decision and the answer is not an easy fix.
Raise menu prices and you create the
possibility of chasing customers away
as you continue to work with smaller
and smaller margins.

Auctions, Appraisals & Liquidations!
CASH FOR ANY AND ALL ASSETS!
Call Toby for a FREE
consultation today:

561-706-7218
www.neverettauctions.com

Need New Equipment Now? Why Wait?

CALL (877) 662-6955

Today’s Restaurant Publisher

on how to achieve greater profits by
raising selected items on the menus instead of across the board raises. Chris
suggested that you take 25% of your
menu items and raise those prices only
and do this for the remaining portion of
the menu each quarter. You can watch
the entire episode on our YouTube
Channel, Today’s Restaurant https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTi2MHzHoM8&t=1882s and hear what other members suggested and what their
concerns are relating to pricing of your
menu items. Subscribe to the channel
and get notified when new meetings
are posted. Want to join the discussion in person on Zoom? Contact us at
info@trnusa.com to get an invitation
to attend our meeting at 9AM or 11AM
every Friday.

Labor Costs and Robotics
Aside from supply chain problems
and food costs, labor issues play a major
role in menu prices and profitability.
States like California are passing laws
mandating minimum wage price hikes
as a way to induce more workers to
come back to their jobs or start a career
in the industry. Foodservice jobs have
always been looked at as an entry level
position job for students. Wait staff is
not a career many choose today like the
long time servers in some of the iconic
old restaurants around the country.
Gone are the days of being served by
your favorite waiter or waitress in your
neighborhood go to restaurant. Training
an employee on Monday and having
them not show up for their shift on
Friday is driving owners to seek new
methods like employing robots to perform some of the duties usually performed by waitstaff and kitchen crews.
Robots are being developed at record
breaking speed to take the place of human job requirements.
Owning a restaurant today means
facing a myriad of problems caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic and changing
economic conditions. The industry has
been aware of some of these factors for
years but now has to address them.
Doing so now willll allow you to survive
the changes we all face.
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For More Information Call:
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Analyze your menu items and do an
up to date cost study to see your position today. Analyze your sales to see
which menu items can be eliminated
due to supply concerns and customer
non-purchasing data. No sense to continue to lose money on menu items that
are not selling and cutting into your
bottom line. Food waste sucks profit.
By doing a cost and sales study along
with checking your walk in cooler to see
how much un-used food is being
thrown out due to over purchasing you
can save thousands of dollars per
month. That sucking sound is your
profits going down the drain.
Chris Rodrigue, of Strategic Supply
Chain Partners, a long-time member of the Today’s Restaurant News
Networking Group, Chapter 1 and an
industry veteran, had a very good tip

Lease to Own Your
Entire Kitchen:
Dishwashers
Machines
Refrigeration
Food Holding / Warming
Mixers / Slicers
Food Prep
Cooking Equipment
Ovens

How Do You Overcome The
Decision to Raise Prices?

How to Raise Prices

Take advantage of buying
new equipment now for a new
project or existing location!

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

u

Gone are the days
of being served by
your favorite waiter
or waitress in your
neighborhood go
to restaurant.

u
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GET INVOLVED! Today’s Restaurant accepts contributions for our monthly articles and features including Calendar Events, New Openings
and What‘s Going On? Call or email for more info on how you can get your business or product featured in Today’s Restaurant!
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NEW FORMAT + NEW VENUE + NEW DATES

OPEN
for YOUR business

EXHIBIT HALL NOV 2-3
PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS/
FRLA BOARD MEETINGS AND GALA NOV 1

Caribe Royale Resort // Orlando, Florida

LOOKING TO ATTEND THE
SHOW AT A DISCOUNTED RATE?

SCAN THE CODE

BECOME AN FRLA MEMBER!
SPONSORED BY

PRODUCED AND
MANAGED BY

Members receive 20% off
full conference registration
and hotel packages.
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Irfan Badibanga named new US Foods
CHEF’STORE™ President
Badibanga will be responsible for all CHEF’STORE locations and the growth strategy

Irfan Badibanga

US Foods® Holding Corp. (NYSE:
USFD) announced that Irfan
Badibanga has joined the company
as the new president of US Foods
CHEF’STORETM. Badibanga will be
responsible for all CHEF’STORE locations and the growth strategy to advance CHEF’STORE retail locations as
part of the US Foods omnichannel
strategy. He reports to Jay Kvasnicka,
executive vice president of field operations for US Foods.
“CHEF’STORE is poised for tremendous growth, and I am excited to help
advance an omnichannel experience
that enables purchasing synergies for
our US Foods broadline customers,”
said Badibanga. “Our CHEF’STORE locations have an unparalleled culture
that enables associates to cultivate lasting partnerships with our customers,
and a customer value proposition that
is centered around an incomparable
customer experience that emphasizes
clean, easy-to-navigate stores and a
consistently stocked assortment of
products aligned with the communities
we operate in.”
Most recently, Badibanga served
as Senior Vice President of Operations
for at Giant Food, where he led operations for the company’s chain of

supermarkets and pharmacies, managing strategic store planning and execution, customer experience, e-commerce operations, asset protection,
and supply chain logistics. Prior to his
role at Giant Food, he served as Senior
Vice President of Operations at Family
Dollar Stores where he was responsible for the oversight of 8,000 U.S.
stores in 44 states.  

supermarket chains as he refined his
retail leadership expertise.  
“I am pleased to welcome Irfan to
CHEF’STORE,” said Jay Kvasnicka, executive vice president of field operations for US Foods. “His extensive retail leadership experience and proven
track record of helping advance retail
excellence will be critical as we continue to invest in the growth and expansion of our CHEF’STORE business.”
US Foods acquired Smart Foodservice
Warehouse stores in April 2020 to accelerate growth in the cash and carry
market and rebranded all Smart
Foodservice Warehouse stores to
US Foods CHEF’STORE in February
of 2021.

u

Prior to joining
Family Dollar, he
was Vice President of
Operations at Walmart
overseeing 33,000
associates across 105
Walmart Supercenters.

About CHEF’STORE: CHEF’STORE offers a
customer-centric, warehouse-format shopping
experience for wholesale food and restaurant
supplies at competitive prices. Designed as a
one-stop-shop for restaurant operators and
foodservice professionals, CHEF’STORE is also
an option for non-profit organizations and the
public, and no membership is required.
CHEF’STORE locations feature an assortment of
thousands of food products including fresh
meat, produce, dairy, and deli items. Customers
will also be able to shop for grocery products,
beverages, catering essentials, janitorial supplies, and other restaurant essentials.
CHEF’STORE is owned by US Foods and offers
more than 80 locations nationwide across 13
states. Visit CHEFSTORE.com to learn more.

Prior to joining Family Dollar, he
was Vice President of Operations at
Walmart, overseeing 33,000 associates across 105 Walmart Supercenters.
Badibanga began his career as a
bagger at Gooding’s Supermarkets
in Orlando, Fla., and quickly rose
through the ranks at a variety of

Billion$ available and
time may be running out!

APPLY FOR ERC FUNDS TODAY!
The government has authorized unprecedented stimulus,
and yet billions of dollars will go unclaimed!
Have you claimed your ERC?
There were several Covid relief programs enacted to help businesses
operate throughout the pandemic (Paycheck Protection Program,
Restaurant Revitalization Fund, Employee Retention Credit, etc.).
Initially, PPP loans appeared easier to qualify for but the IRS
only allowed businesses to pick either ERC or PPP for relief
– not both. Now, the ERC program remains available even
if you already got PPP Loans and businesses are also
eligible even if they didn’t suffer a drop in revenue.
Businesses that meet certain ERC requirements
can get up to $26,000 per employee in fully
refundable tax credits. Even businesses that only
experienced partial shutdowns or didn’t
experience a loss in revenue are qualified to
receive the credit – which is something that
many payroll processing companies are
inadvertently giving incorrect advice about.
u No up-front fees
u Contingency fee based program
u Contact us for a 15 minute

telephone conversation

By answering a few, simple, non-invasive questions our team of
ERC experts can determine if you qualify for a no-strings-attached
tax credit. There is no cost or obligation to be pre-qualified.

CLICK HERE TO APPLY NOW!

TRN Recovery
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Call for more info:
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561.870.9663

New restaurant-specific disaster preparation
guide will help operators be “always ready”
Free tool from National Restaurant Association is first created for industry needs
Washington, D.C. – Restaurants are
the cornerstones of their communities,
and this is most evident in times of crisis. Restaurant operators and their employees are often the last ones out of the
path of dangerous weather and often
the first back after emergency crews
have cleared a disaster zone.
Evaluating the disasters an operation is vulnerable to and creating a
Disaster Response Plan can help to mitigate losses, prevent injuries, and help a
restaurant reopen faster. To support
restaurants of all sizes across the country, the National Restaurant Association
has created an industry-specific disaster preparation guide, Always Ready:
Natural Disasters.
“The time to plan for a disaster is
before one unfolds. For restaurants,
this is especially important because
they meet critical community infrastructure needs in the wake of a crisis.
Every location needs a preparedness
plan and time set aside every year to
review and update that plan,” said
Michelle Korsmo, President & CEO of
the National Restaurant Association.
“Always Ready: Natural Disasters brings
together the knowledge and experience
of industry experts who have successfully guided restaurants through every
part of a disaster with the aim of getting
restaurants back open and serving our
communities as soon as possible.”

According to the National Centers
for Environmental Information
(NCEI), in 2021 the U.S. experienced 20
weather disasters that exceeded $1 billion in losses, with combined losses for
these events topping $145 billion.
According to research by Munich Re,
insured losses from major natural disasters in 2021 were estimated at $85
billion. The NCEI warns that the number and cost of weather disasters in the
U.S. are increasing, and according to
the U.S. Small Business Administration,
about 25% of businesses don’t reopen
after a disaster.
The Always Ready guide provides actionable steps for any owner or operator
to assess their exposure and create a disaster response plan for before, during
and after a threat. The Guide includes:

u Safe cleanup protocols, and
reopening recommendations
“Restaurants aren’t like other businesses – our product is perishable,
and our neighbors want to gather at
our tables for comfort after a disaster.
So, our path to recovery must be well
thought out, quick, and safe. The
number and intensity of natural

disasters is predicted to get worse in
the coming years. Planning now will
help mitigate losses to those storms
and help ensure that we can continue
to be cornerstones in our communities,” said Korsmo.
The Always Ready: Natural Disasters
Guide is available for free to all
restaurants here.

u Insurance considerations
u Document backup overview
u Checklist for creating an emergency contact list and emergency
supply lists
u Understanding communication
methods
u Step-by-step assessment by type of
natural disaster, including:
u Earthquakes
u Floods
u Hurricanes and Tornadoes
u Wildfires
u Severe Winter Storms

ONLINE
FOOD
HANDLER
PROGRAM

Through a partnership with SafeStaff,
your Florida employees can now receive food
handler certificates online through ServSafe.

Learn more at ServSafe.com.
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Make restaurant accounting work for you
David Scott Peters
Many restaurant owners fall into the
trap of trying to do everything themselves, including bookkeeping and payroll. But what if I told you, while you
might be saving hundreds of dollars
each month not paying for those services, that you're probably losing thousands of dollars each month in operating expenses? Let’s talk about how to
manage restaurant accounting so it
best serves you and your restaurant.
Many restaurant owners handle
their restaurant accounting because
they want to save money. For example,
payroll companies can range from $250
to $500 each pay period. When you’re
paying weekly, semi-monthly, or bimonthly, it could seem like considerable savings to do it yourself. But are
you keeping up with all the payroll regulations? Are you using QuickBooks or
some other software program and hoping they're going to sweep your taxes
for you, that they're going to make sure

u

Today’s Restaurant Contributor

everybody got paid, that rate changes
didn't happen, that there's not a data
entry error? Are they going to keep track
of when somebody hit their FICA/SUI
limit so you can stop taking that from
the paycheck? Are you going to do all
that on your own, or is that a job better
suited to a payroll company?
Another reason restaurant owners
want to manage their restaurant accounting is to review their numbers
faster. A lot of restaurant owners are
working with bad bookkeepers or bad
accountants, and they don't see their
numbers for 30 days, 60 days, 90 days,
or longer. I've seen situations where the
only time a restaurant owner gets their
numbers is at tax time when it’s too late
to do anything about them. Once you've
had one or two bad bookkeepers or experiences, even if with a good accountant that just didn't treat you the way
you needed to be right at the beginning,
it can make you a little hesitant to trust

you’ll receive better results with someone different. You think if you want
something done right, you might as
well do it yourself.
But if you don't have an accounting
degree, you're probably messing your
books up. And even if you do have an
accounting degree – because I do have
members who are accountants who go
into the restaurant business – you're
wasting your time. Yes, you know how
to do all this stuff, but you're not spending your time in your restaurant wisely.
So, what should you be doing to manage restaurant accounting? Here are my
recommendations.

u

As a restaurant
owner, you have
to create your plan
for success, what
you're going to
do now.
u Make sure you hire a bookkeeper,
an accountant, a combination of both,
or an office that has it all. You want professionals who are going to gather all
the information on a weekly basis or
daily basis, make sure your bills are paid
and that your books are tied out. Make
sure they're advising you and helping
you make appropriate changes and that
you have the right chart of accounts.
Your books are a report card that you
can look at to understand your business
and use to make good decisions to
move your business forward.
u Hire a payroll company. They’ll
track the SUI limits and such along with
the laws that go along with it, and
they're only going to pull money from
your account for taxes. This way you
keep control over your money in your
account or a payroll account, and some
payroll company isn’t using your money to make more money. But the biggest reason to hire a payroll company is

8
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they take on the liability that if they file
improper taxes for you, or they didn't
take the right amount, or they filed
wrong, the IRS screwed up, whatever it
may be, they'll get in between to ensure
they fix it. That removes liability from
you if they make a mistake with your
payroll. When it comes to taxes, that's
huge all by itself.
u Meet with your CPA on a quarterly basis. Yes, you can use a bookkeeper
or an accountant to do your books on a
daily, weekly, or monthly basis, but on a
quarterly basis, you should have a professional review your books. A CPA
should be advising you to look at your
numbers, see what your quarterly taxes
should be and what decisions you
might make to reduce your tax liability
to make life easier for you. A good CPA
should more than pay for themselves. It
doesn't matter if they're charging you
$2,000, $3,000 or $10,000, they should
be exceeding that when it comes to
your taxes and looking at your business
on a quarterly basis. They're an adviser.
When you do move these duties to
the professionals, you and your business benefit.
1. You will have time to work on
budgets. As a restaurant owner, you
have to create your plan for success,
what you're going to do now. The beautiful part about great accounting is you
can put your budget next to your accounting for each month and find out
where you hit or missed and decide
what new systems to put in place to get
back on track or to change your reality.
You cannot do this if you don't have
good books in a timely manner.
When you budget, and you get those
updated numbers, it's a simple entry,
and you can proactively manage your
business. When you hire someone else
to do your restaurant accounting, it allows you to think strategically for your
business.
2. You buy yourself time to develop,
manage and hold your managers accountable. Your job is to lead the team.
See DAVID SCOTT PETERS page 13

Increase the Profits of Your Restaurant!

Meet hundreds of food manufacturers
and restaurant suppliers.
Sit in on seminars with restaurant experts
who share their secrets to success.

For More Info Go To RestaurantExpoUSA.com
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What’s Going On
provide deeper insight into the current
and future restaurant landscape,
Popmenu conducted a nationwide survey of 415 U.S. restaurant owners/operators
in October 2021 and
compiled the findings in
a new report filled with
must-know trends, real-life examples and a
few surprises. Popmenu
specializes in transformative online and
on-premise technologies that help
restaurants increase brand visibility,
guest engagement, revenue and profitability. The company is a leading innovator in digital marketing and ordering
technology that works with over 6,000
independent restaurants and hospitality groups. get.popmenu.com.

equipment makeover initiative kicked
off in February of this year. Save Your
Kitchen provides free Traulsen and
Hobart kitchen equipment to four winning
sweepstake entrants
in four different
sweepstakes throughout the year. “There
are so many deserving
schools who enter our
sweepstakes every
year so we know that
the need is great for new equipment
that makes their jobs a little easier,” said
Hailey Elting, Business Development
Manager and K-12 Specialist at
Traulsen. “We want to give them outstanding equipment that will help their
productivity, keep food safe and satisfy
hungry students.”

uuuu

uuuu

South Florida Restaurant News:

Making cotton candy just became
even more entertaining thanks to Gold
Medal’s newest cotton candy machine
accessory, The Show LED Light Kit
(#2887). Now, Cotton Candy
Machines can attract attention with a bright, colorful
display. The Show offers an
uuuu
eye-catching, multi-colored
light show experience that
Former Miami firecan be enjoyed either infighter and Division-1
doors or outdoors in low
football player, pie-lover,
lighting. This is a new and
and dessert extraordicreative way for operators
naire, Derek Kaplan has
to join in the glow-in-theopened an award-windark cotton candy trend.
ning shop from scratch,
Derek Kaplan
Equipped with an inline
Fireman Derek’s Bake
LED strip that fits conveniently on the
Shop. Located in Ft Lauderdale, it is his
cotton candy machine base, operators
3rd restaurant.
can illuminate the spinning of the cotuuuu
ton candy with multiple color modes,
strobing or static effects, and an adjustJames Beard “Best Chef: South” finalable speed and brightness. A simple
ist and Food & Wine “Best New Chefs in
three-button controller makes it easy
America” alumnus Chef/Partner Brad
to operate. President of Gold Medal,
Kilgore will team up with Bar Lab, the
Adam Browning says,
trend-setting culinary
“Customers want an exand cocktail collective
perience they can’t get
helmed by Gabe Orta
anywhere else. The
and Elad Zvi to open a
Show is an affordable
signature restaurant,
way to enhance any
MaryGold’s, at Arlo
cotton candy machine
Wynwood. The new
operation. It is an interrestaurant is located
active fun factor that
on the ground floor of
attracts the customers’
the all-new, nine-sto(L-R) Chef Brad Kilgore with
attention.
ry hotel at 22 NW
Elad Zvi and Gabe Orta
Miami Ct, in Miami.
uuuu
The Florida-inspired brasserie will
Dynamic Restaurant Holdings, the
showcase approachable but refined
company that operates pizza franchises
fare along with a unique cocktail proHappy Joe’s Pizza and Ice Cream
gram. Additional food & beverage outsought federal bankruptcy protection
lets will include a cocktail-centric thirdearlier this month. The company
floor lounge, as well as a bustling
blamed its issues on the lingering imrooftop deck. Photo by Roberto Genao.
pact of the COVID-19 pandemic as well
uuuu
as high labor and food costs. It filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection
ITW Food Equipment Group anand hopes to close company stores.
nounced the third winner of the Save
Dynamic operates six Happy Joe’s locaYour Kitchen 2022 campaign sweeptions and franchises more than 30 addistakes that took place in honor of
tional units, accordthe School Nutrition
ing to federal court
Association’s Annual
documents. There
National Conference
were 42 Happy Joe’s
recently. Canutillo
locations at the
Independent School
end of 2021, nine
District based in El
of which were corPaso, Texas, won by
porate restaurants,
random selection, the
according to data
third and largest of
four sweepstakes for 2022. This seventh
See WHAT’S GOING ON page 14
iteration of the popular K-12 kitchen
Chicken Salad Chick has just
opened up at 7925 Dani Drive in Fort
Myers Village Walk, in Ft Myers. It is
owned and operated by
new franchisees Kendal
Potesta and Scott Pace.

Why industry leaders
are using our monthly

Restaurant Leads Report
We provide the MOST leads
for your money every month!
Restaurants Under Construction and New Openings
Each month you can receive
an Excel spreadsheet with
hundreds of sales leads
right in your email…
TWO STATES ARE AVAILABLE:

Florida and Georgia

ORDER ONE STATE OR BOTH!

Get 12 Months of Sales Leads

Only

489

$

00

per state

Call us now for more info:

561.620.8888
www.trnusa.com
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Rick Robinson
President

Monique Kunkle
Vice President
of Operations

Steve Phelps

Vice President of
Franchise Development
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We are the

FRANCHISE YOUR BUSINESS
We help you build it, launch it, and scale it
Call or email today for a FREE ANALYSIS of the
franchise potential of your business.
FranchiseGenesis.com/contact-trnusa l CLIFF FOSTOFF l 561-302-6652
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Mantis launches line of “BBQ sauces to save lives”
New York-based Mantis BBQ announced the launch of their line of
“BBQ sauces to save lives”— combining passion with purpose and
continuing the trend of food companies supporting social causes. Mantis
BBQ’s mission: to support artificial
kidney development by donating
10 percent of sales to The Kidney
Project, a national research and development initiative led by Shuvo
Roy, PhD, a professor of bioengineering at the University of California,
San Francisco.
Mantis BBQ, a family-operated
business with two decades of R&D, specializes in producing small-batch BBQ
sauces that are well balanced, with just
a bit of zing. Delicious with anything
cooked on the grill, smoker and more,
the sauces can be used as marinade, as
a chili base, on pizza or pasta, and even
as a dip with chips. The line includes:
u Mantis Original - well balanced
and smooth, with just the right
amount of zing to wake up your
taste buds
u A
 Whisper of Chili - The recognizable Mantis BBQ flavor, amped up
with the addition of Korean Chili
paste and chili flakes for a warm
sensation on the roof of the mouth
and back of the tongue
u Hint of ghost pepper – With a special blend of peppers featuring
“haunted ghost,” this sauce is our

hottest, yet still retains our unmistakable flavor profile. Feel tough
without overheating!
The company plans to present the
entire line of Mantis BBQ sauces at the
Winter Fancy Food Show in Las Vegas,
January 15-17, 2023.
Notes Mantis BBQ co-founder
Andy Mantis: “Like many other cottage
industry food startups, we’ve been
continually refining our BBQ sauces
through the discerning palates of our
family and friends for over 20 years.
Not until we encountered a life-changing incident with our son did we plan
to market it. Our crash course in the
devastation of kidney disease inspired
us to take an all-hands-on-deck approach to getting the product out there

u

Over 100,000
Americans are
waiting for a kidney
transplant, but just over
20,000 transplants
are performed
each year.
and simultaneously raising awareness
of a cause that could impact the lives of
millions of people.”
Over 100,000 Americans are waiting for a kidney transplant, but just
over 20,000 transplants are performed

each year. And they often don’t last
forever. Andy Mantis and others have
become aware that a permanent solution exists in the development of an
artificial kidney, now only a few years
from human trials.
The mission of Mantis BBQ is not
only for the BBQ sauce to be part of the
wonderful experience that only food
can create, but also to raise awareness
and funding for development of an artificial kidney, with 10 percent of sales
going to The Kidney Project at the
University of California, San Francisco,
where development of this artificial life
changer is underway.
Notes Shuvo Roy, PhD, bioengineer
and technical director of The Kidney
Project: “Our project aims to offer the
hundreds of thousands of individuals
facing kidney failure a freer lifestyle,
one that offers better health, more mobility, and a less restrictive diet – including the ability to enjoy Mantis BBQ
sauce. We have mostly outgrown conventional grant funding, so working
with Andy and the team at Mantis BBQ
provides a welcome boost in raising the
$10 million we need to progress toward
clinical trials of the artificial kidney.”
Concludes Andy Mantis: “Mantis
BBQ is mission driven. As you savor
the spicy sweetness of Mantis BBQ
sauce, know that you’ll be sweetening
the odds not only for our son, but also
for so many others in need of a kidney.” MantisBBQ.com.

NETWORKING GROUP
An Exclusive Group of Top Vendors Servicing the Restaurant & Hospitality Industry

Holds TWO virtual network meetings every week!
Network with vendors to the restaurant industry and increase your sales!
You can now choose which valuable meeting is best for you!
ONE COMPANY PER CATEGORY u QUARTERLY DUES $150.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS INCLUDE:
u Access to other vendor members
u A listing in the Roster Eblast 2-4 times per month
u A Network Roster ad listing in our digital newspaper
u Posting on our Social Media sites 2-3 times per week
u Protected category seat
u Recognition by industry as a respected vendor
u Increased sales

MEETINGS FRIDAY at 9AM and 11AM
YOUR FIRST TWO MEETINGS ARE FREE!
For information on how to join the TRN Networking Group call or visit our website:

561.620.8888 u info@trnusa.com u trnusa.com/network-group
A SOLID INTRODUCTION WILL RESULT IN A SALE 80% OF THE TIME!
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The hidden costs of restaurant
employee management
Turnover is very high resulting in the SUTA rate increase
Charles Argenbright
State unemployment taxes. You
can be as low as about .20 cents per 100
dollars of payroll and that is collected in
this state on just the first $ 7000. Of
earned income. Then it caps. Then you
start over every Jan 1.   
A new business will start at $ 2.70. If
you are at 2.70 then you pay $ 189.00 a
year on each employee. If you go to 5.40
you pay $ 378.00. Many restaurants
here went to 5.40 and are still there.   
Say that you have a staff of 35 employees, you probably have turnover
that has you sending out 80 W-2’s at the
year end. That is over $ 30,000 in unemployment taxes… Lot of dough. They
don’t fight these claims because they are
too busy. A PEO fights them for the owner. Also with a PEO you fall under their
rated and if you have high turnover it effects their rate and not yours.
Many restaurants have people just
leave and not even pick up their last
check. Most just tear the check up,
but, it is supposed to be sent to the
state. If the employee demands it a
year or two later then the owner has
an issue with taxes.
Workers comp is always an issue
with restaurants as they have small
claims all the time. Cut fingers, burns
and slipping on wet floors. Usually if

u

HR Exec and the Professional Employer Organization PEO

you look at their workers comp
rates, most have increases on their mod
rate. They call that a “consent to rate”
and they just increase the multiplier. A
1.0 mod rate means you pay the state
rate. A 1.75 mod rate means you pay 175
% of the state rate. A PEO can usually
get that reduced back to a 1.0 mod.
There is also the FICA Tip
Credit. Many owners don’t apply for
this and some don’t know about it.
The FICA tip credit gives some relief
to employers who pay FICA taxes on tip
income that was paid to their employees by someone else. The credit reduces
the federal income tax of the employer
by an amount based on the employer’s
share of FICA taxes paid on a portion-reported tips.
We see restaurant managers fire
servers for being slow and cooks for
complaints and then when they do get
taken to task they have no written policies, no handbook, no acknowledge
form signed by the employee, I-9’s are
almost always completed incorrectly
if done at all. If OSHA comes in because of an injury they always go
through those things, the posters,
safety manuals, etc.
Another issue is most employees
have no benefits. That is a whole

Today’s Restaurant — The Foodservice
Industry Authority — now offers you
Full Digital Marketing Plans…
Today’s Restaurant Digital Edition
Advertise in Today's Restaurant Digital Edition online and have
your ad delivered to thousands of restaurant and foodservice
buyers each month. From full page display ads to classifieds
we have a size and price to fit your ad budget.
Advertising on the Today's Restaurant Website will expose
your corporate or individual message to every visitor. Banner
ads can be interactive animated messages. We’ll meet your
ad needs and price point.

Eblast Marketing
We’ll email your ad or video to our verified database of over
15,000 restaurants in Florida, Georgia, Texas and around the
country. A 5%-13% open rate can be expected with each
Eblast and all Eblasts are posted on our social media
sites for even more exposure.

Video Eblast
Video is hot! Show the industry what your company
can provide with a Video Eblast featuring a great
product or video interview. Ask to see a sample
or call for pricing.

Eblast Follow-Up
A few days after your initial Eblast, reach out to your
Eblast recipients with another special offer. A higher open
rate of 40%-70% is often achieved with Eblast Follow-Ups.

Restaurant Leads Report
Subscribe to our Restaurant Leads Report and every month
receive valuable industry sales leads on restaurant openings,
restaurants under construction and under new management
in an Excel spreadsheet format. Reports include the buyer’s
name, phone number, zip code and email when available.
Reports for Florida, Georgia and Texas are now available.

different can of worms. Supplementals
cost the employer nothing and those
are well liked by the staff. Most are part
time and can still get them.
About the Author: Charles Argenbright grew
up in the small town of Madison, Florida and
graduated from Florida State University (go

Seminoles)! He has been living with his wife in
New Smyrna Beach Florida since 1994, when he
entered the HR World of co-employment. He has
signed up hundreds of companies over the years,
some with just a few employees and many with
several hundred employees in about every state
in America. You can reach Charles Argenbright at
386-299-9066.

David Scott Peters
Make sure they know what you want
done, how you want it done, how well
you want it done and by when. You
also need to manage all those new
priorities and tasks, from manager
meetings to a list of tasks you want
them to get done to projects. You just
don't give work to your employees
and it gets done. You have to take an
active role and then ultimately hold
them accountable. They decide to do
their job or not, and they're answerable for the resulting consequences.
3. You can also have peace of mind
that things are getting done. You know
your numbers are getting done. You
know, your managers are getting
things done. You're leading your team.

from page 8

By giving up accounting, bookkeeping and payroll, you buy back
time to focus on your business. It may
cost you hundreds of dollars each
month, but by leading your team and
becoming the leader your restaurant
needs, you're saving hundreds of
thousands of dollars a year because
you're executing your plan, ensuring
you make changes when necessary to
make sure you make the money you
deserve and have managers in place
to run the business. So instead of doing the work, outsource the task and
then use those numbers to lead your
business forward.
Visit www.DavidScottPeters.com

SELL YOUR
BUSINESS
HUDSON
ROBINSON
BUSINESS BROKERAGE
CALL TODAY FOR AN EVALUATION…

Peter Robinson Broker

561-445-8198

561.620.8888 u www.trnusa.com

probinson@HudsonRobinson.com
www.HudsonRobinson.com

5080 Heatherhill Lane • Suite 8 • Boca Raton
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FRLS Show
experts will discuss all things relating
to the lodging industry with resources and insights to successfully run an
establishment.
On Wednesday, November 2
and Thursday, November 3 there
will be four Education Summits offering dozens of sessions. While
the education program is organized into Summits, participants
are free to select from content
across all Summits – ensuring participation in sessions that meet
their needs, regardless of business
type. For details about the full program, click here.
u The Independent Operators
Summit will offer leading subject
matter experts will dive deep into important topics focused on inventory
management and pricing; strategizing how to keep customers coming
back to staffing, hiring, and training.
Sessions will include Hacking the
New Normal, How to WIN the Hiring
Game, Leasing Restaurant Space,
Crafting Culture, Solving the Time
Problem, Maintaining Quality with
Recessionary
and
Inflationary
Pressures, and more.
u The Multi-Unit and Chain
Operator Summit - The education
will focus on researching in-house vs.
third-party delivery, ghost and virtual
kitchens, how to leverage customer
data, sourcing and retaining talent,
and more. Sessions will include Six
Marketing Mistakes, Restaurant
Leadership Post Covid, Controlling
the Domino Effect, Beyond Avocado
Toast – Wake up any Menu, How to
Increase Profits, and more.
u The Foodservice Summit Looking to better address micro-markets or menu variety, foodservice or
dietary needs feeding those in educational, medical, corporate or lodging
dining environments, this program
will providze the answers. Sessions
will focus on Hemp-The New Green,
Including Affordable Menu Items in
Foodservice, Schools and Institutions,
Best Practices in Lodging PostPandemic, Women in Hospitality, The
Beverage Edge and more.
u Hear from leading technology experts in the Technology
Summit providing dedicated educational offerings addressing the
needs to navigate today’s technology landscape – from mobile payments to delivery and ghost kitchens, AI and machine learning, and
building an effective tech stack,
and more. The sessions will include
The State of Technology in Food &
Beverage, Collecting Guest Data to
Drive Revenue, Digital Table Touch
Secrets, the State of Off-Premise
Ordering and more.

Best practices
from page 11

The expo hall will offer a diverse
and curated collection of products
and services, high production demonstrations, competitions and awards,
wine & spirits, and much more.
Special events will include a breakfast
keynote, general session, lunches with
peer-to-peer networking, receptions,
awards, fundraiser and through separate registration, the FRLA Gala.
Registration is now open at www.flrestaurantandlodgingshow.
com. Full Event Pass registration is
recommended to participate in the
full event experience, including education, exhibits, and networking
meals. Advanced registration discounts are available until October 31,
2022, with the Full Event Pass available for $300, Exhibit Hall only passes
for $50, and pre-conference workshops for an additional $79. All pricing goes up to $350, $75 and $99 respectively on-site. FRLA Members
receive a 20% discount off Full Event
registrations, and up to three free
Exhibits only passes. To receive
member benefits, please be sure to
register using an FRLA Member ID
number on the first page.
The Florida Restaurant & Lodging
Show is sponsored by The Florida
Restaurant and Lodging Association
(FRLA), Florida’s premier non-profit
hospitality industry trade association. Founded in 1946 as the Florida
Restaurant Association, FRLA merged
with the Florida Hotel and Motel
Association in 2006. FRLA’s more
than 10,000 members include independent hoteliers and restaurateurs,
household name franchises, theme
parks and suppliers. The association’s mission is to protect, educate
and promote Florida’s $111.7 billion
hospitality industry which represents
1.5 million employees. Dedicated to
safeguarding the needs of the membership, FRLA provides legislative
advocacy to ensure the voices of
its members are heard and their
interests are protected. The association offers regulatory compliance
and food safety training through
SafeStaff® and FRLA’s subsidiary,
RCS Training. The FRLA Educational
Foundation provides industry-developed, career-building high school
programs throughout the state.
About Clarion Events: Clarion Events operates over 180 events in 50 countries from 15
offices in the UK, the US, South Africa, Brazil,
Germany, Singapore, UAE, Indonesia, Hong
Kong, and the Netherlands. Clarion can trace
its roots back to 1947 and takes great pride
in being one of the oldest independent event
organizers in the UK. More recently the firm
has developed an international portfolio of
brands and now has interests in a number of
global vertical industries including energy,
security and defense, hospitality, electronics,
technology, fashion, retail, gaming and marketing. The teams at Clarion create uniquely
effective and stimulating environments that
can serve as a platform to build businesses,
enhance customer relationships and accelerate product awareness. us.clarionevents.com.

Registration is now open for
the Conference and Trade Show at
www.flrestaurantandlodgingshow.com
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loss history, EPLI premiums are escalating by 10% to 25% in 2022.
Three best practices are the best defense against costly EPLI claims and potential EEOC actions and fines:
1. Open the lines of communication. When communications break
down, EPLI claims tend to mount. It’s
critical to open the lines of communication, whether between human resources and employees, supervisors and employees or upper management and
employees. Every channel of communication must be utilized to ensure employees know their options and resources and clearly state the employer’s
policies and their basis.
2. Formalize policies and procedures. Every organization should put its
promise and expectations for how employees are treated in writing. An employee handbook is one way to memorialize them. Ideally, policies should be
revisited annually to reflect legal and
regulatory changes. Workers’ rights and
their recourses should be spelled out.
Aspects include:
u Reporting protocols. This formalizes the process under which employees can lodge a complaint. This should
include avenues for reporting, with an
eye to protecting victims against retaliatory actions. Also important are the details of how complaints should be
lodged (whether written or through an
anonymous hotline or both), what people can expect in terms of response and
when. Of course, EPLI and EEOC concerns should be defined as a matter of
course.
u Investigation procedures. The
process for investigation of complaints
is also important. It should specify who
performs investigations (whether HR or
a third party), how they are conducted
and provide a suggested time-frame for
completion.
3. Training counts. Employees need

from page 1

clear instruction on what constitutes
harassment, discrimination or retaliation; managers need training on handling complaints. One area where training often falls short is on disability
discrimination. Managers and supervisors need to understand what questions are permissible under applicable
law and the requirements for providing
reasonable accommodations to employees with a disability.
4. Document everything. Every
employee complaint or request needs
to be worked through in writing, to
ensure that complete and thorough
documentation (from the employer’s
perspective) is maintained in the file.
This means that every action by the
employer is followed up a verbal or
written communication to the employee. At the very least, conversations should be recapped in a dated
note added in real time to the file, bolstering the employer’s position in the
event of a lawsuit.
When workers file complaints with
the EEOC, these best practices are especially important to have in place as they
may immediately request a right to sue.
That means the employer may not have
an opportunity to investigate. Having
policies and procedures in place is better than nothing.
But when the opportunity to respond is presented, employers should
see it as an opportunity to really investigate. The written policies and
documentation become critical to
their defense.
About the author: Stefan Burkey is the hospitality practice leader for HUB International
Florida. In this role, he oversees insurance placement solutions for owners, developers, and operators from limited-service hotels to full-scale resorts. Stefan and his team clearly understand the
financial needs and exposures associated with the
hospitality industry, and their singular focus has
generated profound market knowledge and significant buying power for HUB clients throughout
Florida and the U.S.

What’s Going On

from page 10

from Restaurant Business sister
company Technomic.

1,400 current direct store delivery
clients in Florida for several years.

uuuu

uuuu

T Club, a non-alcoholic lounge, will
open around this winter at 809
Palmetto Avenue in Melbourne. T Club
will offer many varieties of teas, coffees, kombucha, kava, and kratom,
and specifies that the establishment
will not serve food. The latter two
plant-based drinks, kava and kratom,
are both medicinal in nature.

Today’s Restaurant News acknowledging that restaurant owners
have gone through tough times, is offering owners the opportunity to recover funds that were paid to W2
Employees, during the past two years
of COVID-19. The ERTC program, if
you qualify can help you keep your
doors open. Have you applied for your
ERTC Refund yet? If not, we will help
you through the process.
Go to trnusa.com/apply-for-yourerc-recovery-funds-now. Fill out the
form and an associate will call you for a
short 10-minute conversation. Get the
money that you deserve with no upfront fees.

uuuu
The Hoffmann Family of
Companies, a family-owned company
with more than 90 brands, through a
new subsidiary of Stan’s Coffee and
Food Service, has signed a definitive
agreement with The J.M. Smucker Co.
to exclusively service and expand
Rowland Coffee Roasters’ more than

uuuu

Classified Ads
Dsc produce farm all natural homemade Salsa dressing and jams we
ship all over the United States order at dscproducefarm.com. For bulk
order call 740.649.6302
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NETWORKING GROUPS
Two Exclusive Groups of Top Vendors Servicing the Restaurant & Hospitality Industry

CHAPTER 1 u VIRTUAL MEETINGS u FRIDAYS 11 AM
ADVERTISING / MARKETING / PUBLISHING

ICE CREAM FREEZERS

Today's Restaurant Howard Appell

Carpigiani North America

561.870.9663 u 561.620.8888 u www.trnusa.com

John McCabe

401.368.6406 u johnm@carpigiani-usa.com

ATTORNEY

Evan D. Appell, P.A.

Evan D. Appell

561.337.5858 u evan@edalegal.com

PAYROLL
Heartland Payroll

Randy Pumputis

585.622.2993 u randall.pumputis@e-hps.com

BEER MAKING SYSTEM
EZ Brew

833.233.2739 u abaker@ezbrew.beer u www.EZBrew.beer

BUSINESS BROKER
Hudson Robinson

DK Consulting

Debby Kruszewski

914.325.5445 u dk@debbykruszewski.com

PURCHASING CONSULTING SERVICE
Strategic Supply Chain Partners
John Mulholland / Chris Rodrigue / Kevin Anderson

Peter Robinson

561.445.8198 u probinson@hudsonrobinson.com

CONSULTING

Andrew Baker

jmulholland@yahoo.com u 678-362-7307 u https://ssc.partners
chris.rodrigue@ssc.partners u 985.778.1515 u https://ssc.partners
kevin.anderson@ssc.partners u 407-497-9495 u https://ssc.partners

REFRIGERATION DOOR GASKETS
Gasket Doctor

COST REDUCTION CONSULTING
Ascentropy

Jeremy Ben-Israel

914.374.8345 u 561.320.3530
jeremy@ascentropy.com u www.calendly.com/ascentropy

Howard Blitz

954.634.2121 u howard@gasketdoctor.com

SALES TRAINING
Bernie Cronin

Bernie Cronin International

berniecronin84@gmail.com u 954.925.9202

CREDIT CARD PROCESSING
Cocard Payment Systems

Jeff Krantz

954.473.1819 u cocardfla@aol.com

TELECOMMUNICATION
TRACI.net

DESIGN / BUILD / GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Danto Builders

Debbie Danto

954.684.9051 u debbie@dantobuilders.com u DantoBuilders.com

Jeff Fryer / Darin Gull

954.354.7000 Ext. 103 u www.traci.net u jeffrif@traci.net u daring@traci.net

TYING MACHINE
Bunn Tying Machines

FINANCE

ARF Financial Services

Laurie Morris

678.618.5216 u lmorris@arffinancial.com u www.arffinancial.com

FOODSERVICE DESIGN AND CONSULTING
Marenic Food Service Design

WASTE & RECYCLING & UTILITIES EXPENSE REDUCTIONS

John Marenic

954.817.1183 u Jmarenic@marenic.com

John R. Bunn

863.647.1555 u jbunn@bunntyco.com u www.bunntyco.com

Pack-A-Drum

Mark Wagner

800.694.6163 ext. 2 u mark@packadrum.com u www.packadrum.com

YOU’RE INVITED TO JOIN NOW! OPEN CATEGORIES…

FP&A / DATA ANALYTICS
Skyline Analytics

Chris Pumo

561.512.7438 u 561.774.2168
www.skyline-analytics.com u chris@skyline-analytics.com

Coffee Service, Delivery Systems, Equipment Dealer, Flooring,
Insurnce, Menus, Public Relations, Security, Uniforms,
Recruitment… and Many More! Call for information!

CHAPTER 2 u VIRTUAL MEETINGS u FRIDAYS 9 AM
ADVERTISING / MARKETING / PUBLISHING
Today's Restaurant

Howard Appell / Terri Appell

561.870.9663 u 561.620.8888 u www.trnusa.com

BUSINESS BROKER

Anchor Business Advisors
561.376.7500 u Steve@anchorbb.com

YumFox

Brandon Rhodes

ICE CREAM MAKING EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR

Rogue Leasing

Ed Guertin

404.723.7222 u brian@rogueleasing.com

Affiliated Health Insurers

561.777.8813 u 256.698.8774
rickbamainsurance@gmail.com u info@affiliated-health.com

Bruce Silver

561.843.4333 u bruce@employers-Rx.com u employers-Rx.com

POS/PROCESSING
Joe Creegan

954.635.5044 u jcreegan@cardpaymentservices.net u cardpaymentservices.net

SALES TRAINING
Brian Josselson

MEDICARE AND HEALTH INSURANCE

PEO

Card Payment Services

904.334.4489 u seacoastsale3477@bellsouth.net

LEASE/FINANCING

Chris Kauffman

Employers Rx

919.985.0511 u bkgroupnc@gmail.com

Seacoast Sales/Carpigiani

Restaurant Recruiters of America

912.245.4540 u 404-233-3530
chris@kauffco.com u www.RestaurantRecruitersofAmerica.com

Steve Whitehill

FOOD DELIVERY MARKETPLACE

MANAGEMENT RECRUITER

Bernie Cronin

Bernie Cronin International

954.925. 9202 u  berniecronin84@gmail.com

YOU’RE INVITED TO JOIN NOW! OPEN CATEGORIES…
Rick Israel

Coffee Service, Delivery Systems, Equipment Dealer, Flooring,
Insurnce, Menus, Public Relations, Security, Uniforms,
Recruitment… and Many More! Call for information!

We are looking for new members! Call for info or to join us at the next meeting!

561.620.8888 u info@trnusa.com u www.trnusa.com
TODAY’S RESTAURANT u OCTOBER 2022
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